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Award-winning Motivational Hypnotist & Speaker
http://www.kmprod.com/incredible-boris

Bio

Hypnotist Boris Cherniak a.k.a "Incredible Boris" is a multiple award winning
comedian hypnotist, hypnotherapist, motivational speaker, actor and author.
He regularly appears on television showcasing his incredible powers of
hypnosis, positive thinking and sharing his message of limitless possibilities.
[morelink]

Topics

On July 8, 2019, Boris Cherniak received the prestigiousGlobal Guru Award
- an award bestowed upon top motivators and influencers who motivate and
inspire and represent Canada on the world stage.
VIRTUAL WEBINARMENTAL HEALTH PRESENTATION:
Relieve stress and anxiety while being inspired and motivated. Boris provides immediately
actionable ways to eliminate fears and negative thinking. He leads the team through guided
meditation and provides stories to create a positive mental state. Boris inspires, delivers results

and is a thought leader who will make a difference. Boris is a leading authority on positive
thinking and fearless attitude in life and business. The presentation includes a Q&A period that
provides concrete examples and a download to reinforce the material. More details: [morelink]

KEYNOTES:
Hilarious edutainment presentation for team building to spark success and deliver results
Informative motivational programs to transform thinking. Boris helps understand and
overcome mental blocks with humorous hands-on examples.
Deal with difficult situations effectively and decisively in a business environment with the
tools and the how-to succeed formula.

You Can Do Anything [morelink]
Program Your Mind for Success
Fear No Fear

[morelink]

[morelink]

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT:
A HILARIOUS HYPNOTIC EVENT
Boris is a charismatic performer. People will be laughing throught the entire performance as their
friends perform on stage. The show is filled with unique and unforgettable material. Side splitting
comedy, improvisation is combined with audience participation. Boris will bring out people's
hidden talents and put an hilarious twist to what we consider reality. Theatrics and music are a
big part of the show. The audience is inspired and entertained. Boris brings unprecedented stage
experience and carefully crafted routines to make the participants shine. The material is
customized to every group and no two shows are ever similar. Laughter echoes through the
venue in the hands of a skilled hypnotist and master showman. [morelink]

Boris Cherniak is represented by K&M Productions. He travels from Toronto. For more
information, fees, Boris Cherniak's speaking & performance schedules, fees & booking Boris
Cherniak, contact us.

